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Abstract - Nowadays, if a consumer would like to buy something at a shopping mall, consumers need to take the 

particular items from the display shelf and then queue up and wait for their turn to make payment. Problem will surely 

arise when the size of a shopping mall is relatively huge and sometimes consumers don’t even know where certain items 

are placed. Besides, consumers also need to queue for a long time at the cashier to wait for turn to make payment; the 

time taken for consumers to wait for the consumers in front of the queue to scan every single item and then followed by 

making payment will definitely take plenty of time. This condition will surely become worst during the season of big sales 

or if the shopping mall still uses the conventional way to key in the price of every item by hand to the cash register. On 

the other hand, consumers often have to worry about plenty of things when going to the shopping mall. While doing 

survey we found that most of the people prefer to leave the shopping mall instead of waiting in long queues to buy a few 

products. People find it difficult to locate the product they wanted to buy, after selecting product they need to stand in a 

long queue for billing and payment. To try to solve the problems previously identified, recent years have seen the 

appearance of several technological solutions for hypermarket assistance. All such solutions share the same objectives to 

save consumers. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 MOTIVATION 

     The real motivation behind the smart shopping cart 

system project is to make the shopping easy for the 

customer in the supermarket and can save the time of the 

customer waiting in the queue as the bill is already made in 

the customer’s screen by individually scanning their 

product and add into their cart. We always see that in a big 

Shoppe the customer fond to be hard to find the products 

they need to ask for the helper or the owner of the Shoppe 

and also, they need hold up in the line in the billing counter. 

Sometimes might be finding a product is easy than waiting 

in the billing queue because it consumes more time of the 

customer. So now by taking the motivation of this scenario 

which was regularly done in all the Shoppe we are 

designing this system which can be benefited for the 

customer. 

1.2 PROBLEM DEFINITION 

     To develop a supermarket basket that assists the 

customer to locate and select products &inform them on the 

products details in the shopping arena. Additionally, with 

each product identified uniquely and support billing and 

inventory updates. We develop smart shopping system for 

the customer that assists the customer to locate the shelves 

where the product. 

     Also by using the concept of market basket analysis we 

can solve the problems of the customers to find the items 

related to that product. The best and most useful example of 

this market basket analysis is that if a customer purchases 

bread then he will also purchases the related items that is 

either butter using these concepts we can make customer to 

purchase the related products. 

 1.3 OBJECTIVE OF PAPER  

    To provide faster service at the checkouts this in the 

advantage for shop owners is that they will require fewer 

cashiers, which will result in a huge reduction in their cost.  

     To develop a system which allows customer to pre 

decided budget and only buys the essential commodities 

actually needed by him, also the system aids.   

     To remove the long queues at the billing counter. 

     To develop the profitable system for the shopping 

centers this reduces the number of billing counters and in 

turn will help in reducing employee costs significantly. 

2. SYSTEM ANALYSIS 

2.1 EXISTING SYSTEM 

     Sometimes might be finding a product is easy than 

waiting in the billing queue because it consumes more time 

of the customer. So now by taking the motivation of this 

scenario which was regularly done in all the Shoppe we are 
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designing this system which can be benefited for the 

customer in all the means and also it was benefited for the 

Shoppe owner also. So, we design a system by this, the 

customer can know their bill while adding the items in the 

cart. The best and most useful example of this Supermarket 

Basket is that if a customer purchases can easily billed. 

2.2 PROPOSED SYSTEM 

     This system brings new innovation than existing 

shopping system. The main purpose of this project is to 

provide centralized and automated billing system using 

web. Along with the automatic billing some special features 

incorporated are along .We use new term that is 

Supermarket Basket 

2.3 MODULES 

1. Add Product Details 

     To build project I used some sample products image to 

train product identification models 

2. Train Model 

     In this Module screen train model generated with 100% 

accuracy and now show product to web cam. 

3. Add/Remove Product from basket 

     To allow application to identify product image and then 

show in text area and if we again show same product then 

application will remove from text area 

3. LITERATURE SURVEY 

     Dr. Suryaprasad J in "A Novel Low-Cost Intelligent 

Shopping Cart"[1] proposed to develop a low cost 

intelligent shopping aid that assists the customer to search 

and select products and inform the customer on any special 

deals available on the products as they move around in the 

shopping complex. 

     Amine Karmouche in "Aisle-level Scanning for 

Pervasive RFID-based Shopping Applications" [2] 

proposed to develop a system that is able to scan dynamic 

and static products in the shopping space using RFID 

Reader antennas. Instead of conducting the RFID 

observations at the level of individual carts, aisle-level 

scanning is performed. 

     Mr. P. Chandrasekar in "Smart Shopping Cart with 

Automatic billing System through RFID and ZigBee" [3] 

proposed to develop a shopping cart with a Product 

Identification Device (PID) which will contain a 

microcontroller, a LCD, an RFID reader, EEPROM, and 

ZigBee module. Purchasing product information will be 

read through a RFID reader on shopping can. Meanwhile 

product information will be stored into EEPROM attached 

to it and this EEPROM data will be send to Central Billing 

System through ZigBee module. The central billing system 

gets the cart information and it accesses the product 

database and calculates the total amount of purchasing for 

that particular cart. 

4.  SYSTEM STUDY 

4.1 FEASIBILITY STUDY 

     The feasibility of the project is analyzed in this phase 

and business proposal is put forth with a very general plan 

for the project and some cost estimates. During system 

analysis the feasibility study of the proposed system is to be 

carried out. This is to ensure that the proposed system is not 

a burden to the company.  For feasibility analysis, some 

understanding of the major requirements for the system is 

essential. 

Three key considerations involved in the feasibility analysis 

are  

 Economical Feasibility 

 Technical Feasibility 

 Social Feasibility 

4.2 ECONOMICAL FEASIBILITY 

     This study is carried out to check the economic impact 

that the system will have on the organization. The amount 

of fund that the company can pour into the research and 

development of the system is limited. The expenditures 

must be justified. Thus the developed system as well within 

the budget and this was achieved because most of the 

technologies used are freely available. Only the customized 

products had to be purchased.  

4.3 TECHNICAL FEASIBILITY 

     This study is carried out to check the technical 

feasibility, that is, the technical requirements of the system. 

Any system developed must not have a high demand on the 

available technical resources. This will lead to high 

demands on the available technical resources.  

     This will lead to high demands being placed on the 

client. The developed system must have a modest 

requirement, as only minimal or null changes are required 

for implementing this system.    

4.4 SOCIAL FEASIBILITY 

     The aspect of study is to check the level of acceptance of 

the system by the user. This includes the process of training 

the user to use the system efficiently. The user must not feel 

threatened by the system, instead must accept it as a 

necessity. The level of acceptance by the users solely 
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depends on the methods that are employed to educate the 

user about the system and to make him familiar with it. His 

level of confidence must be raised so that he is also able to 

make some constructive criticism, which is welcomed, as 

he is the final user of the system. 

5. SYSTEM DESIGN 

5.1 SYSTEM ARCHITETURE 

 

Figure: - 1. System Architecture  

5.2 DATA FLOW DIAGRAM 

 

Figure: - 2. Data Flow Diagram 

5.3 UML DIAGRAMS 

   UML stands for Unified Modeling Language. UML is a 

standardized general-purpose modeling language in the 

field of object-oriented software engineering. The standard 

is managed, and was created by, the Object Management 

Group.  

     The goal is for UML to become a common language for 

creating models of object oriented computer software. In its 

current form UML is comprised of two major components: 

a Meta-model and a notation. In the future, some form of 

method or process may also be added to; or associated with, 

UML. 

     The Unified Modeling Language is a standard language 

for specifying, Visualization, Constructing and 

documenting the artifacts of software system, as well as for 

business modeling and other non-software systems.  

     The UML represents a collection of best engineering 

practices that have proven successful in the modeling of 

large and complex systems. 

     The UML is a very important part of developing objects 

oriented software and the software development process. 

The UML uses mostly graphical notations to express the 

design of software projects. 

 

GOALS 

     The Primary goals in the design of the UML are as 

follows: 

1. Provide users a ready-to-use, expressive visual 

modeling Language so that they can develop and 

exchange meaningful models. 

2. Provide extendibility and specialization 

mechanisms to extend the core concepts. 

3. Be independent of particular programming 

languages and development process. 

4. Provide a formal basis for understanding the 

modeling language. 

5. Encourage the growth of OO tools market. 

6. Support higher level development concepts such as 

collaborations, frameworks, patterns and 

components. 

7. Integrate best practices. 

5.3.1 USE CASE DIAGRAM 

     A use case diagram in the Unified Modeling Language 

(UML) is a type of behavioral diagram defined by and 

created from a Use-case analysis. Its purpose is to present a 

graphical overview of the functionality provided by a 

system in terms of actors, their goals (represented as use 

cases), and any dependencies between those use cases. The 

main purpose of a use case diagram is to show what system 

functions are performed for which actor. Roles of the actors 

in the system can be depicted. 

 

Figure: - 3. Use Case Diagram 
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5.3.2 CLASS DIAGRAM 

     In software engineering, a class diagram in the Unified 

Modeling Language (UML) is a type of static structure 

diagram that describes the structure of a system by showing 

the system’s classes, their attributes, operations (or 

methods), and the relationships among the classes. It 

explains which class contains information. 

 

Figure: - 4. Class Diagram 

5.3.3 SEQUENCE DIAGRAM 

     A sequence diagram in Unified Modeling Language 

(UML) is a kind of interaction diagram that shows how 

processes operate with one another and in what order. It is a 

construct of a Message Sequence Chart. Sequence diagrams 

are sometimes called event diagrams, event scenarios, and 

timing diagrams. 

 

Figure: - 5. Sequence Diagram 

5.3.4 ACTIVITY DIAGRAM 

     Activity diagrams are graphical representations of 

workflows of stepwise activities and actions with support 

for choice, iteration and concurrency. In the Unified 

Modeling Language, activity diagrams can be used to 

describe the business and operational step-by-step 

workflows of components in a system. An activity diagram 

shows the overall flow of control. 

 

Figure: - 6. Activity Diagram 

6. RESULTS 

     To build supermarket basket project I used some sample 

products image to train product identification models and 

below are some products details screens shot 

 

Figure: - 7. Products Folders 

     In above screen I took 4 products folders and each folder 

contains images of those products. For example below is 

the image of Dettol_soap folder 

 

Figure: - 8. Products Images 

     In above screens we can see Dettol images and now to 

identify products run the project by double click on 

‘run.bat’ file to get below screen 
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Figure: - 9. Application Interface Screen 

     In above screen we can see application connected to web 

cam and now click on ‘Train Model’ button to train model 

with images  

 

Figure: - 10. Train Model Generated Screen 

     In above screen train model generated with 100% 

accuracy and now show product to web cam and click on 

‘Add/Remove Product from Basket’ button to allow 

application to identify product image and then show in text 

area and if we again show same product then application 

will remove from text area. 

 

Figure: - 11. Adding Product Details 

     In above screen I am showing one product and after 

clicking on ‘Add/Remove Product from Basket’ button will 

get below result 

 

Figure: - 12. Displaying Added Product Details 

     In above screen in text area we can consider as basket 

and the name of product and costs is displaying and now try 

with other product 

 

Figure: - 13. Adding One More Product 

     In above screen showing another image and after 

clicking on ‘Add/Remove Product from basket’ button will 

get below screen 

 

Figure: - 14. Displaying Displays of Added Products 

     In above screen we can see two products added to basket 

and now show same product again to remove from basket. 

 

Figure: - 15. Removing a Product from Cart 
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     In above screen I am showing same product again and 

then application identified this item from basket and 

removed it and see the below output screen after removing 

item. 

 

Figure: - 16. Products in Cart after Removing Product 

     Similarly u can test with other products also and if u has 

new images then send to us we will rebuild model as per 

your image and send. 

7. CONCLUSION 

     In this Python project, the users are also provided an 

option to purchase items from the supermarket. The user 

can view items and then purchase the items which they 

need. To buy an item, the user needs to enter the product 

name and then click enter to confirm. The system then 

displays a message saying the user to pay the price of the 

item in the counter. 

The paper has a very vast scope in future. The project can 

be implemented easily in future. Project can be updated in 

near future as and when requirement for the same arises, as 

it is very flexible in terms of expansion. With the proposed 

software of database Space Manager ready and fully 

functional the Easy to Manage and hence run the entire 

work in a much better, accurate and error free manner. 
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